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UNice Hair Launches A New Collection Of

Glueless V Part And Short-Length Wigs

For Spring Style

CULVER CITY, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, February 28, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- As one of the

leading human hair products online

wig stores, UNice Hair continues

sparkling newly designed wigs with

colors, textures, constructions, etc.

Now UNice Hair launched the

welcomed UNice V part wig and

shorter length glueless wig collections

with new colors and styles, including

straight, wet and wavy, kinky curly,

kinky straight, and brown Balayage

wigs.

UNice Hair started the v part wigs

collection to offer women who wear

wigs more options with their natural hair. Most customers prefer to have their natural hair

protected with fewer damages and wigs that are easy to install and remove. UNice Hair seizes

the opportunity and offers a better solution to protecting natural hair with beginner-friendly

wigs. The v part wigs require less leave out or no leave out, which customers can completely

protect their natural hair from chemicals and create a better environment for hair growth.

Besides the hot-selling v part wigs, UNice Hair also launched wigs with short-length options to

meet the needs of short bob wigs. Including the glueless bob wigs, UNice Hair advocates a better

way to change styles with more natural wearing and fewer chemical damages. Unlike traditional

lace wigs, UNice glueless wigs can be installed without applying any glue. This can help wig

wearers apply wigs easily and healthily.

UNice Hair also offers different payment methods to help customers try UNice new arrivals with

buy now pay later service. Customers can enjoy four interest-free equal payments with Afterpay,

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.unice.com/


Sezzle, PayPal, ZIP Quadpay, Klarna, etc. Buy now pay later service is available on UNice Hair's

official website and UNice App.

About UNice Hair

UNice Hair company is dedicated to providing customers with the best human hair products,

including hair bundles, HD lace wigs, lace front wigs, v part wigs, etc. UNice Hair believes in the

power of a customer-oriented mindset. With the efforts of upgrading the website and app,

launching newly designed wigs with more colors and easier install methods, UNice Hair listens

and reacts to the needs of customers. For more information, you can visit UNice Hair's official

website: https://www.unice.com/
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